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August 01 – What’s the Difference Between Dolphins and Porpoises? 
 
Everybody gets a kick out of spotting dolphins from the shore.  Often they are in family groups 

and sometimes they are incredibly active and even jumping up out of the water. 

 

But can you tell if what you’re look at is a dolphin or a porpoise?  No, they are not the same 

thing, although they are related and in the same order of mammals – cetacea. 

 

So, dolphins have elongated "beaks," and porpoises have shorter, smaller mouths.  And if you 

ever get a chance to see their mouths up close, dolphins sport a set of cone-shaped teeth, while 

porpoises' teeth are spade-shaped.  Their dorsal fin, the one in the middle of the back, can be a 

key differentiator of the marine mammals. Dolphins have a curved, or hooked fin, while 

porpoises are equipped with a triangular one.  And generally speaking, dolphin bodies are 

leaner, and porpoises' are more portly. 

 

And dolphins take home the prize for the more gregarious of all the cetacean groups. The 

animals talk to each other underwater by making whistling sounds through their blowholes; 

scientists don't think porpoises make these whistles. 

 

There are six porpoise species, while dolphins are grouped into 32 different species.
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August 02 – Regal Blue Tang 

One of the biggest movie stars of 2016 is Dory, a precocious and forgetful fish featured in 

"Finding Dory." Dory is a cartoon depiction of a Paracanthurus hepatus, a type of surgeonfish 

that also has many common names. Most often the species is referred to as the regal blue tang. 

Though in "Finding Dory," baby Dory was blue with a yellow tail, in real life juvenile blue tangs 

are bright yellow with blue spots by their eyes, and their fins have light blue tips. Their bodies 

become blue as they mature. 

Surgeonfish get their name from the scalpel-like spines along the top and bottom of their bodies. 

These fish have a sharp and venomous spine at the base of their caudal, or tail fin, to protect 

them from predators. The caudal spine contains a toxin that can cause severe pain to small 

predators as well as humans. 

These fish are a popular aquarium species, and some environmentalists are concerned that 

these fish will be victims of increased popularity due to the movie, "Finding Dory." The key for 

aquarists never to collect wild reef fish species and only buy ones they can document were bred 

in captivity.
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August 03 – Otters! 

Otters are always fun to spot in a river or from the shore.  Like their weasel cousins, otters are 

very active animals, and sometimes even appear to be playing. 

There are 13 species of otters, and they come in many sizes. The largest otter is the giant river 

otter of South America. It grows to nearly 2 meters in length. Though it is the largest, it isn’t the 

heaviest. That distinction goes to the sea otter. Males weigh as much as 41 kilos. 

The smallest otter is the Asian small-clawed otter, which grows up to 90 centimeters long and 5 

kilos. 

Otters are found almost all over the world and in many wet habitats, such freshwater rivers, 

lakes, oceans, coastlines and marshes. Most otters live in dens — built by other animals, such 

as beavers — that are dug into the ground and have many channels and dry inner chambers.  

The sea otter, however, rarely comes ashore. They inhabit forests of giant kelp. They eat, rest 

and groom themselves on the water's surface.   

And speaking of floating, a group of otters is called a raft.  Otters have the densest fur in the 

world to help them stay warm. 
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August 04 – Shellfish Contagious Cancer 

Although cancer can spread to distant parts of a body, in an often-deadly process known 

as metastasis, it generally stays within the individual in which it originated. Recently, however, 

scientists discovered that cancer cells can sometimes escape an organism and spread to 

others. 

For years, transmissible cancers were seen only in two mammal species —

 dogs and Tasmanian devils— which suggested that they might be rare in nature. However, in 

2015, researchers discovered transmissible cancers in soft-shell clams, suggesting that such 

infections might be more widespread than previously thought.  

In the study, researchers collected mussels, cockles and golden carpet shell clams from sites in 

Canada and Spain. They focused on a leukemia-like disease in these shellfish known as 

disseminated neoplasia, which leads to many large, abnormal cells in the circulatory system. 

Genetic analysis of the cancers and their hosts revealed that in nearly all of these cases, the 

genetic makeup of these cancer cells did not match those of their hosts. Instead, the cells came 

from other animals. 

 

http://www.livescience.com/44269-oldest-metastatic-cancer-skeleton.html
http://www.livescience.com/53221-tasmanian-devil-infectious-cancer-two-types.html
http://www.livescience.com/961-contagious-canine-cancer-spread-parasites.html
http://www.livescience.com/53221-tasmanian-devil-infectious-cancer-two-types.html
http://www.livescience.com/22486-circulatory-system.html
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August 05 - Perfect-Fitting Flowers 

That the morphology or form of many pollinators corresponds strikingly to the shape of the 

flowers they pollinate was observed more than 150 years ago by Charles Darwin. He described 

this perfect mutual adaptation of flowers and pollinators as the result of a co-evolutionary 

process. And get this, Darwin figured this out by studying a deep-throated orchid, and long after 

his death, sure enough, entomologists discovered a hawk moth in Madagascar with a 22-

centimeter long proboscis perfectly fitted to pollinate the flower.   

Now scientists at the Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology in Germany have provided 

further proof of the famous naturalist’s theory. They were able to show that moths acquired the 

highest energy gain when they visited flowers that matched the length of their proboscis. The 

moths were supported in their choice of the best-fitting nectar sources by an innate preference 

for the scent of matching flowers. 

Biologists use the term “pollination syndrome” when they explain the amazing diversity of 

flowering plants and pollinators which has emerged as a result of co-evolution. 

Finding the best flowers by their scent helps the moths, since it takes a tone of energy to hover 

in front of too many flowers. 
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August 08 - ICARUS 

In the year 1250, the prior of a Cistercian Abbey reputedly tied a note to a leg of a barn swallow, 

which read: “Oh swallow, where do you live in winter?” The next spring, he got a response: “In 

Asia, in the home of Petrus.” 

This marks one of the first known instances of someone tagging an animal to track its 

movements. Thanks to many such endeavors, we now know that every year, barn swallows 

migrate between their breeding grounds in the northern hemisphere to wintering grounds 

throughout the tropics and the south. 

Since the 1960s, scientists have tried to answer the question of where animals migrate by 

tagging animals with radio transmitters.  But early satellite transmitters were bulky and heavy. 

 Frustrated by the limitations of such systems, scientists have devised the ICARUS Initiative 

(International Cooperation for Animal Research Using Space).  They developed extremely 

lightweight tags that can be fitted to even tiny animals, and they’re sending a dedicated receiver 

to the International Space Station. Once it’s up, it will be able to map the whereabouts of 

thousands of birds, bats, and other travelers, in real-time, all over the Earth. 
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August 09 - Why Are Swordfish So Speedy? 

Swordfish have powerful, yet streamlined bodies that are literally built for speed. They are 

thought to be the fastest swimmers on Earth, and have been clocked at an estimated one 

hundred kilometers per hour. 

A swordfish uses its signature bill — which can reach up to 40 to 45 percent of its body length 

— in sweeping motions to slash and stun its prey. But it also plays a part in swimming.  

Scientists have recently identified a large gland at the spot where the swordfish’s bill joins the 

skull.  They detected a network of capillaries in the skin that were connected to the gland, which 

carried an oil it produced to the skin's surface. 

The researchers injected the capillaries with ink to confirm their connection to pores on the 

skin's surface, and found that clusters of pores of varying sizes covered a significant portion of 

the head.  

Oil-slick skin is more water-resistant. And in combination with the bill's texture, a greasy head 

reduces drag in the water by about 20 percent.  

And of course, the takeaway is that entirely new organs and mind-blowing adaptations can still 

be discovered in animals using modern technology. 

http://www.livescience.com/32772-what-animal-is-the-fastest-swimmer.html
http://www.livescience.com/27115-skin-facts-diseases-conditions.html
http://www.livescience.com/15240-dolphins-sense-electric-fields.html
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August 10 - Lemurs! 

Lemurs belong to a group called prosimian primates, which are all the primates that are neither 

monkeys nor apes. Though there are many species of lemur, there are only a few individuals. 

Lemurs are considered the most endangered group of animals on the planet.  

There are a whopping 105 species of lemur, and they naturally come in a wide range of sizes.  

The largest lemur species is the indri. It grows up to 90 centimeters long and weighs as much 

as 10 kilos. 

The smallest lemurs are called  the Madame Berthe’s mouse lemurs, which grows to only about 

ten centimeters long, not counting the tail. And they only weigh 30 grams! 

But there once were lemurs that were as big as gorillas.  

All lemurs live on the island of Madagascar, off the east coast of Africa, where they evolved in 

isolation ever since Madagascar split off from India about 88 million years ago. 

Unfortunately, their island home is under increasing pressure from human population growth 

that directly leads to habitat destruction and fragmentation for everything from agriculture, to 

logging and mining.  The Malagasy government has established substantial protected natural 

areas, but eternal vigilance is needed to make sure they are more than just paper parks. 
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August 11 - Capybaras 

I guess because they are common, rodents seem to get a bad name. 

At our zoo, for instance, we exhibit capybaras, the world’s largest rodents. No, they don’t look 

like giant squirrels or rats. These rodents look much more like a larger version of their close 

relatives, guinea pigs, with their snub nose and no tail. 

They are basically as big as a person, weighing up to 80 kilos. And capybaras have a very 

interesting life history. 

These water-loving rodents need water to keep their dry skin moist and are found only in areas 

with abundant water sources. Some of their moist habitats include estuaries, marshes, river 

banks, and along streams in Central and South America.  In fact, I’m planning to head down to 

the Pantanal in Brazil, just so I can see these guys swimming at dawn and dusk, and with any 

luck, jaguars hunting by night. 

Capybaras are social creatures.  Get this - During the wet season, though, a group can contain 

around 40 members and up to 100 members during the dry season, all lead by a dominant 

male.  

The capybara gets its common name from an Amazon tribe that calls them Kapiyva or "masters 

of the grasses" in their native language..  
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August 12 - Skunks 

Have you ever given much thought to skunks? Some skunks are striped, and some are spotted, 

or have swirl patterns on their fur. No matter the pattern, the black-and-white coloring is a 

warning sign to anyone who may harm this small creature. They pack a wallop of a defensive 

mechanism — noxious odors produced from their well-developed scent glands. 

And of course the skunk’s most memorable trait is its smell. When frightened, skunks will shoot 

a smelly, oily substance from a gland underneath their tails with a range of up to 3 meters. The 

scent from this gland can last for days, but isn’t harmful.  

Skunks are omnivores, which means they eat both meat and plants. Their diet consists of all 

kinds of plants including fruits, as well as insects, worms, eggs, small mammals, and fish. 

Female skunks give birth every year. Their gestation period often lasts around two months, and 

they give birth to two to ten offspring at a time.  

Baby skunks are called kits. They are weaned at 2 months old. After they are weaned, they 

leave the den and at to 10 to 12 months old they are ready to have their own kits. 
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August 15 - Drink a Beer, Save a Turtle 
 

Some people argue that beer is the greatest development in human history.  At least it’s on the 

list.  But one major drawback to beer are those plastic six-pack rings that once they get into the 

environment can cause all sorts of problems for wildlife.  But get this - now there is a new 

system using edible six-pack rings from South Florida’s Saltwater Brewery. 

 

This Delray Beach microbrewery just launched the first ever 100-precent compostable six-pack 

rings. Unlike the standard plastic counterparts, these rings feed, rather than harm, marine fauna 

if they end up in the ocean. Made from brewing byproducts, this design circumvents plastic’s 

often lethal ensnaring of birds, turtles and fish, and its consequent interference with their 

development. 

Scientists predict plastic will outweigh fish in our oceans by 2050.  But these innovative six-pack 

rings start disintegrating within an hour of being in the water. If unconsumed, they’ll completely 

dissolve in two to three months instead of accumulating: polluting the ocean and threatening 

sea life for centuries as plastic rings do.

http://www.saltwaterbrewery.com/home
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August 16 - Why Cheetahs Are So Fast 

In 2012, a video crew from National Geographic came to the Cincinnati Zoo to get high-

definition, slow-motion footage of our cheetahs sprinting.  And in addition to getting breathtaking 

footage, they also documented the fastest-running animal ever recorded. 

Sahara, our eleven-year old African cheetah ran a 100 meter course in five-point-nine seconds, 

hitting the top speed of 61 miles an hour. 

The hilarious thing is that it took the professional photographers a week of taping multiple runs 

until they finally nailed it.  That’s because the cats outran their cameras on their fancy stainless 

steel rollers!  Also, as you might imagine, cheetahs don’t just run at a steady pace, but change 

their stride frequency as they reach higher speeds. 

That’s a big part of why they are such speedsters.  They have to really put on bursts of speed in 

the final throes of catching an antelope on the African savannah. 

  

To study this, scientists have planted force-measuring plates in the ground and had the 

cheetahs chase after a piece of chicken. 

What they discovered is that cheetahs not only run as a greater speed than any other creature, 

but their acceleration is unparalleled.
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August 17 - Why Pigs Love Mud 

Have you ever wondered why pigs love to wallow in the mud?  Sure, it keeps them cool in hot 

weather, but then why don’t all animals wallow so? 

Well, it ends up a lot of animals like do to wallow, from rhinos to wild boar, and experts believe 

it’s helpful in a number of ways, from sun protection to parasite removal to temperature 

regulation. 

Pigs have few sweat glands, high body fat, and a barrel-shaped torso that stores heat. 

Wallowing can lower a pig's temperature by two degrees Celsius, making it more efficient than 

sweating would be even if pigs had lots of sweat glands. A mud bath is more cooling than a dip 

in cold water because the water in mud evaporates off the pig's coated body more slowly, 

allowing the animal to reap the cooling benefits of evaporation for longer. 

But even in cool weather, pigs still wallow.  Some wild pigs seem to use mud baths to scrape off 

parasites such as ticks and lice; they may also rub their scent glands around wallowing areas, 

possibly as a way of territory marking. 

And it’s true that a coating of mud will serve as an effective natural sun block.  So the next time 

you go kayaking or to the beach, bring on the mud!
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August 18 - Why Do Cats Land on Their Feet? 

Have you ever noticed that cats seem to always land on their feet? Cats have a highly-tuned 

sense of balance, and have very flexible backbones because they have more vertebrae than 

humans, which allows them to twist their bodies around and right themselves when they fall: an 

innate ability known as their “righting reflex.” 

When a cat jumps or falls from a high place, it uses either its sight, or its vestibular apparatus, 

the balance system located in their inner ear, to determine up from down, and then they rotate 

their upper body to face downward, and their lower body follows suit. 

Even kittens can fall without fear, as most learn to master the skill by the time they’re just seven 

weeks old. Cats are also helped in falls by their small bodies, light bone structure, and thick fur, 

which decreases their terminal velocity, thus softening the impact. Some cats will also flatten out 

their bodies in parachute fashion to create more resistance to air to make them fall more slowly. 

And yes, most wild cat species are also good leapers, and as a result, built to be flexible and 

land on their feet. I once witnessed a female cougar leap over ten meters between pine trees, 

with no more apparent effort than me jumping over a small puddle. 
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August 19 - Technology to the Rhino Rescue 

On the black market, a pound of rhino horn goes for over thirty thousand dollars -- an irresistible 

sum for the merciless poachers and criminal syndicates that illegally slaughter thousands of 

rhinos each year in Asia and Africa. 

But now, conservationists are using several high-tech efforts to put poachers out of business 

and save rhinos in the wild from extinction. A hundred years ago, there were about half a million 

rhinos worldwide. Today, there are perhaps just thirty thousand.  

One attempt to curtail poachers is to capture wild rhinos and painlessly inject an anti-parasitic 

drug and a dye into the horn. The chemicals, though harmless to the animal’s health, disfigure 

the horn, rendering it useless as an ornament, or ground up as a traditional medicine since the 

injected drug can cause nausea, vomiting, and convulsions in people.  

In another effort, conservationists are implanting South African rhinos with heart-rate monitors, 

and embedding video cameras in their horns. Whenever the animal’s heart rate jumps, a radio 

collar sends an alarm along with the GPS coordinate to park officials, who dispatch rangers to 

the site by truck or helicopter. This way, the anti-poaching officers can be hot on the poachers’ 

tracks before they’ve even killed the animal.  
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August 22 - How the Giraffe Got Its Long Neck 

The age-old question of how the giraffe got its long neck may now be at least partly answered. 

Long necks were present in giraffe ancestors that lived at least sixteen million years ago.  

In a recent study, researchers examined the cervical vertebrae from seventy-one animals, 

including modern giraffes, their relatives, and their ancient ancestors. They found that two 

species -- from twenty-five and sixteen million years ago – also had long necks.  

 

These ancient animals were different enough from their modern counterparts that they are not 

classified as part of the giraffe family. Therefore, the fossils indicate that cervical lengthening 

precedes Giraffidae, the family of giraffes. 

 

Now that researchers know that the giraffe’s neck is at least sixteen million years in the making, 

they can continue trying to figure out what drove the evolution toward longer necks.  

One idea is that it helped the animals browse on leaves high above the heads of other 

herbivores, whereby filling a different niche, or job, in their environment. Another idea is that the 

longer necks gave males an advantage in mating. As with lots of mammal species, male giraffes 

compete for mating rights by fighting. 
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August 23 - Giraffe Mating 

Did you know giraffes invented the pregnancy test? Well, actually, there are a number of 

animals that can tell from a female’s urine if she’s in estrus and receptive to breeding. 

In giraffes, this courtship involves the male prodding the rear ends of different females with his 

head. Some females will respond by spreading their legs and urinating -- sparking a so-called 

“flehmen response” from the male. He will lift his upper lip, flare his nostrils, and inhale. In 

addition to sniffing the urine, he may even taste it, taking in additional chemical cues to see if 

the female is ready to mate.  

Female giraffes have a two-week estrus cycle, but are only fertile for a narrow window of fewer 

than four days during this period. This cycle will repeat until the female gets pregnant. And urine 

testing allows the male to find females in this fertile window.  

Once a male finds a fertile female, he stands behind her and looks like a statue. To let her know 

he’s ready to mate, he will occasionally tap her hind legs with his forelegs. Of course, the female 

has to cooperate for mating to occur. She has to delicately balance a male that could weigh as 

much as fifty percent more than her as he mounts her from behind. 
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August 24 - North American Mammal Origins 

I’m sure you’re aware that the very first Americans, the ancestors of North American Indian 

tribes walked here over the Bering Strait land bridge spanning Siberia and Alaska and then 

spread out through the Americas. Well, it ends up that other mammal species did pretty much 

the same thing.  

The famous Columbian mammoth, an eleven-ton creature known for traversing North America 

during the last ice age, may actually be the same species as the Eurasian steppe mammoth. 

So, scientists suggest that the first mammoth to enter North America was the Eurasian steppe 

mammoth and not its ancestor, the European wooly mammoth. The two species differed greatly. 

These new findings help rewrite the story of evolution in the mammoths of North America. 

Mammoths first appeared in Africa about five million years ago, and moved into Europe about 

three million years ago before spreading across Asia. When the mammoths first reached 

Eurasia, they were still a forest-living, warm-climate kind of elephant species. And then, through 

about two or three million years of evolution, they turned into the familiar wooly mammoths of 

the Ice Age. And fossil dental records now show that the Eurasian steppe mammoth and the 

Columbian mammoth are, in fact, the same creature after all. 
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August 25 - Platypuses 

With the bill and webbed toes of a duck, the tail of a beaver and the body of an otter, platypuses 

are easily one of the strangest-looking animals on the planet. And they even lay eggs, like a 

bird. 

As the only living member of its taxonomic family and genus, the platypus is a unique animal 

that lives throughout Tasmania and the eastern coast of Australia.  

Duck-billed platypuses are generally solitary animals – especially the males, which set up 

territories in rivers, lagoons, and streams. The different home ranges of males may overlap, but 

the animals try to avoid each other, possibly even changing their foraging schedule to do so. 

The females are more tolerant, and may even choose to nest in the same burrow with other 

females. But the mammals have a competitive nature that picks up during the breeding season, 

and the females can then nip each other in the tail with their toothless bill to get them out of their 

area. 

During the breeding season, the males produce venom, which is secreted from the spurs on 

their hind legs, and used to inflict painful injuries on rival males. After the female has decided to 

accept her potential mate, she will allow him to bite her on her tail, and she will respond by 

biting his tail.
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August 26 - New Zealand Penguins 

Archaeological evidence shows that the first humans to arrive in New Zealand treated the 

islands like a giant buffet. Seals and sea lions were on the menu, but the main course was giant 

birds.  

With no land mammals present in the area before humans arrived, birds ruled the islands, with a 

huge predatory eagle at the top of the food chain. The first Pacific islanders arrived in the late 

thirteenth century, and within two hundred years, about forty percent of the islands’ bird species 

had vanished. 

Rats travelling with the settlers drove the extinction of smaller bird species, while human hunters 

vanquished the megafauna including nine species of large, flightless moa. New DNA evidence 

and radio carbon dating of penguin bones and fossils showed the replacements arrived 

remarkably fast. 

It turns out that people on the south island nearly went extinct from their own voracious 

appetites. The human population crashed about 1500, and the Polynesian Maori people 

abandoned the southern third of that island. At the same time, the humans changed their diet. 

Instead of subsisting on food from the land, they got most of their protein from fish and shellfish. 
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August 29 - A Dangerous Game 

Mating for male octopuses is a dangerous game, due to the females’ penchant for cannibalism. 

To avoid getting eaten, they’ll often mate from a distance, or after mounting the back of a 

female’s mantle – positions that give them extra time to escape should their usually larger mate 

turn violent. 

Unlike females, males have a modified third right arm, called a hectocotylus, which has a sperm 

groove down it, and a specialized tip. To mate, a male will insert the hectocotylus into a female’s 

mantle cavity and deposit spermatophores. This process may take up to several hours, 

depending on the species. 

In some genera, particularly those in which the males are far smaller than the females, such as 

the argonauta, or Argonauts, males have a detachable hectocotylus, which they break off after 

inserting into the female’s mantle. 

Females store up their spermatophores until they’re ready to lay their eggs. Typically, males die 

within months after mating, while females watch over their eggs until they hatch, and then die 

shortly after. 

But in one deep-sea species, females may brood over their eggs for up to four and a half years 

without ever leaving to eat. 
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August 30 - Earliest Jaws 

The remains of a 415 million year old fish skull from Siberia, though miniscule in size, offers 

hints about the origin of all jawed vertebrates ranging from reptiles to humans. Researchers 

originally uncovered the two-centimeter long skull in the 1970s and classified the specimen as a 

bony fish.  

 

There are two main types of living jawed vertebrates: those made of bone, and those made of 

cartilage. Now, a new, more in-depth examination of the ancient fish’s brain case shows that the 

fossil has characteristics of both bony fish, such as salmon and trout, and fish made of cartilage, 

including sharks and manta rays. 

 

The Siberian fossil also suggests that sharks, which are made of cartilage, and long thought to 

be more primitive than bony-jawed vertebrates, are more evolved than had previously been 

thought. 

 

Scientists utilized a C-T scanner to look at the skull, imaging the fossil hundreds of times from 

different angles, allowing them to create a 3D model. And though this specimen is tiny, its 

impact is tremendous. Although bony and cartilaginous fish had a common ancestor, they split 

apart about 420 million years ago.
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August 31 - Hagfish 

This nasty creature may be even scarier than its name suggests. The Atlantic hagfish bores a 

hole in dead or dying fish and munches away at its internal organs and muscles.  

As primitive, tube-like scavengers that feed on dead and dying animals, hagfish are hardly 

charismatic or appealing. So the discovery that at least twelve percent of hagfish species face 

an elevated risk of extinction – may not tug on the heartstrings. But conservationists are 

concerned.  

Hagfish are a great example of one of those not so cute species that play a vital role in 

ecosystem health. Recent studies found that of seventy-six species of hagfish worldwide, nine 

qualified as endangered. The study indicates that fishing is the primary direct and indirect cause 

of hagfish declines.  

You see, hagfish are caught intentionally for food and leather, and they also get scooped up 

unintentionally in bottom-trawling nets that damage their habitat on the sea floor. 

In addition to working as cleanup crew, hagfish are also important prey for other fish, sea birds 

and marine mammals. 


